To whom it may concern,
We'd first like to thank you for your continuing patronage of Techwise tech
products and services. We would like to take this time to make our
customers aware of infringement designs upon our product line, by copycat electronic
firms based in china mainland.
It has come to our attention that there are currently several china mainland firms, advertising,
or offering for sale sub-standard Cellular Network jammers, based on our product
design and appearances.

Here are the compares of our PCB-1000 with fake from CHINA.


Almost the same appearance

Fake

PCB-1000
Front Side

Fake

PCB-1000

Back Side



Totally different design
Open vision

Fake
Aspirate designP

PCB-1000
Formal design



Capacity compare
Fake

PCB-1000

Battery

Made in China

Made in Germany - Varta

Battery using time

About 80 mins

＞ 100 mins

Charging time

＞ 5 hours

＜ 3 hours

LED indicator

No battery full LED indicator

With battery full LED indicator

and charging circuit protect,

and charging protect circuit

battery is easy to damage

design.

AMPS, N-AMPS, NMT, TACS,

AMPS, N-AMPS, NMT, TACS,

GSM, CDMA, TDMA, IDEN

GSM, CDMA, TDMA, IDEN,

UMTS

UMTS

Traditional R.C circuit.

PLL design.

Frequency shift easily occurred

Frequency is very stable

Jamming frequencies

Modulating frequency

by temperature issue.
Power adaptor

When power consumed, the

Charging current always within

instant charging current ＞ DC

DC adapter output current.

adapter output current rating .
Easy to damage
Jamming effect

fair

Double jamming distance

Please be aware that Techwise only uses quality, precision manufactured
housings, Taiwanese manufacture PCB boards, and imported components from the
United States, Germany, Netherlands, Denmark, and France for the construction and
assembly of all our Cellular Network / RF Jammers.
We would like to ensure that our customers won't make the mistake and confuse
Techwise tech QC/Manufacturing standards to copycat China versions.

